
This is the simulator code for the paper 

 

Sthapit, S., Thompson, J., Robertson, N. M., Hopgood, J. "Computational 

Load Balancing on the Edge in Absence of Cloud and Fog" IEEE Transactions 

on Mobile Computing 

 

 

How to run this simulator on Matlab? 

 

The simulator has been tested on Linux. However, it should run on Windows 

as well. 

 

"execute" is the main function for running it on Matlab. Run it in the 

Matlab command window in the following way. 

 

>> execute(7,30, 0, 1,1,0.1,10,5,54,15,1) 

 

The function arguments are defined below. 

 

function 

execute(trial,simTime,modes,targetMode,gamma,gamma0,noSensors,decisionInt

ervals,WF_speeds,ranges,retainAll) 

% Checks the parameters passed, decides if this is in Condor or Matlab, 

for 

% each lambda option and modes runs the simul function and when finished 

% saves the results 

 

 

% trial:    trial number (esp for condor use) 

% sim_time: time to simulate in seconds 

% mode:     1= NO 

%           2= RD 

%           3= PC 

%           4= PD 

%           5= PCS 

%           6= O 

%           0= all modes 

% targetMode: 1= Random Waypoint Model 

%             2= Directly set gamma(i) as incoming target rate for i 

sensor 

%             3= Saivt Dataset 

% gamma: target generation rate 

% if targetMode==1 

%     gamma is scalar, if vector supplied, simulator with simulate each 

one 

% if targetMode==2 

%     gamma is vector of length == no of sensor 

% if targetMode==3 

%     ignore gamma 

%  clk experiment seed, used to repeat an experiment 

%  retainAll: the results tend to be big if simulating large sensor 

network 

%  long sim time and multiple trials. If set to false, it will only 

record 

%  log variables. 

 

end 

 



How to create an executable of the simulator? 

 

The simulator can be compiled and run as a seperate executable (Matlab 

Runtime would be required). This was done to run it on HTCondor. Follow 

following steps to compile and run it on HTCondor 

 

1) Open Makefile 

2) Make sure mcc is on system path or use the absolute path. 

3) Change MCC_OPTS as required. ( If you are unsure leave it as it is.) 

4) Save and close 

5) Run make from the terminal 

 

To submit the simulator on HTC, edit the submit_description_file. In 

comparison to the Matlab run, we need to specify the Matlab root 

directory as well. So make sure the first argument point to the correct 

location. Change the Queue to number of trials you want to run. 

 

contact: sauravsthapit@gmail.com 

 

 

  

 


